
home learning fun

ENGLISH Programme 4

National Curriculum for English: 
Plan their writing by identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, 
selecting the appropriate form
Draft and write by selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding 
how such choices can change and enhance meaning
Assessing the effectiveness of their own … writing

• Decide what you would like to write your article about
• Use our newspaper template below or draw your own design
• Decide on a catchy headline that is no more than 5 words
• Add a by-line summing up your article & include your name, letting readers know who wrote 

it; both the headline & by-line should give away just enough so the reader decides to read on
• Articles should be written in past tense, as they are about something that has already        

happened
• In the first paragraph sum up what the article is about
• Include the 5Ws: who, when, where, what, why and if you can, how
• Add a photo or draw a picture with a caption, to give the reader                                          

more information; link it to your article
• When including a quote from an interview, remember to use speech marks                             

Usually you wouldn’t include more than three quotes from the same interview

 

For 7 - 11 Year Olds

Encouraging children to have fun taking an active part in their learning

Keep watching for more Keep watching for more 
home learning fun!home learning fun!

Free regular programmes broadcast on 
Twitter: @homelearningfun and Facebook

Follow our channels: Vimeo & You Tube 

All films & supporting resources can be found at 
www.homelearningfun.co.uk

ENGLISH challenge

It’s important to recognise the importance of checking your 
facts are accurate and not based on your opinion. Check out 
our fact or fake section below.

Use more journalistic words and phrases in your article. We 
have added a word bank below, but you could add more of 
your own.



Fact Or FakeFact Or Fake
Being aware of fake news and how to spot it is important. Here are a few things to 
consider:

1. Fake news means stories that are made up or may not be clear. 
2. Don’t automatically trust all search engine results. 
3. Check facts with a trusted organisation such as the BBC, CBBC Newsround, FYI 

on SkyKids, First News or The Week Junior.
4. Read to the end before forming a judgement. Don’t base an opinion on a headline 

or the first line of an article. 

There is lots more online about this; you might like to look at the NewsWise        
project, launched by The Guardian Foundation, the National Literacy Trust and the 
PSHE Association and funded by Google, it aims to equip children with the skills 
and knowledge they need to engage with, question and enjoy news. Free NewsWise      
resources include tips for parents to help support their child’s news literacy at home 
and the NewsWise Navigator which helps parents and children question news they 
are unsure about.

Journalistic words & phrasesJournalistic words & phrases

  It has been reported...
It was discovered that...
She went on to tell us...

She described...
Scientists conclude...

They confirmed that...
In addition to this...
Eye witnesses say...
He agreed with...

An expert stated...

Just confirmed...
Not yet confirmed...

Without any warning...
Can reveal...

Miraculous escape...
She disputed that...

She refused to comment...
He told our reporter...

Raised questions...
Heroic actions...

Here are some ideas of words and phrases you could include in your 
article. What other ones can you think of?

For more information you could look at:

https://schools.firstnews.co.uk/blog/journalistic-writing/features-of-a-newspaper-
report-ks2/

https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-journalistic-writing

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgcwmn/articles/zbsbwty




